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The Lorentz transformation involves essentially only two variables, one space
and the other time, though space is three dimensional, because the changes in
space variables relate only to direction of motion of one observer with respect to
the other. The extension to a larger number of variables should not mean the
increase in spatial dimensions or the dimensions of time as was attempted earlier
for decades, leading to no meaningful results. To understand the meaning of
``extension'' we first enunciate the ``principle of same behaviour'' for two variables
and we show that the Lorentz transformation obeys that principle. The extension
to a larger number of variables using this principle then becomes logical, elegant,
and consistent. Q 1999 Academic Press
PRINCIPLE OF SAME BEHAVIOUR
Two variables p and q are said to, if they have the same transformation
properties, obey the principle of same behaviour if
p1 s ap q bq,
q1 s bp q aq,
1p pa b 2 2s , determinant of the matrix is a y b , .1  /qb a /q
p1 q q1 s a q b p q q , p1 y q1 s a y b p y q .  .  .  . .
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LORENTZ TRANSFORMATION 89
If we normalise the matrix by multiplying it by the factor,
1 2 21 1 2 2, p y q s p y q , .  .
2 2’a y b
we recognise this to be the Lorentz transformation with
b x
s ¨ , p s and q s t ,
a c
and we recognise it to be ``rotation'' if
p s x , q s iy ,
b b a
s i tan s , s i sin u , s cos s .
2 2 2 2’ ’a a y b a y b
Adopting this principle implies the reversal of the customary trend of
interpreting the Lorentz transformation as a rotation through imaginary
angles; on the contrary we treat rotation as a Lorentz transformation of
 .two variables x and iy not x and y with similar behaviour.
EXTENSION TO THREE VARIABLES
Let p, q, r be three quantities with the same transformation properties,
i.e.,
1p pa b c
1 s .c a bq q 0 0 b c a1 rr
The determinant of the matrix is a3 q b3 q c3 y 3abc. If v is the cube
root of unity v 3 s 1,
p1 q q1 q r1 s a q b q c p q q q r , .  . .
p1 q v q1 q v 2 r1 s a q v 2 b q v c p q v q q v 2 r . .  .
p1 q v 2q1 q v r1 s a q v b q v 2c p q v 2q q v r . .  .
= a q b q c a q v b q v 2c a q v 2 b q v c .  .  .
s a3 q b3 q c3 y 3abc.
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If we ``normalise'' the matrix by multiplying the factor,
1
3 3 3, D s a q b q c y 3abc,1r3D
we get the product of three sums as
3 3 31 1 1 1 1 1 3 3 3p q q q r y 3 p q r s p q q q r y 3 pqr , . .  .
D s a q b q c a q v b q v 2c a q v 2 q v c . .  .  .
The coefficients,
a or b or c
1r3D
are the analogues of
1 ¨rc
, .
2 2 2 2’ ’1 y ¨ rc 1 y ¨ rc
What is the physical significance of this cubic invariant? Who bothers, it is
too pretty to be without consequence.1
EXTENSION TO n VARIABLES
We can extend the ``principle of same behaviour'' to n variables by
defining the A matrix of transformation as
a a ??? a1 2 n
a a ??? an 1 ny1A s ,...
a a ??? a a2 3 n 1
by the obvious procedure of shifting the elements one place to the right as
we move to the next row. This matrix has as its eigenvectors involving the
nth root of unity, v.
1 1 1 ??? 1
2 ny11 v v ??? v
2 22 2 ny11 v v v .  . .
??? 02 ny1ny1 ny1 ny11 v v ??? v .  .
1Though we have used the same letter c in the cubic transformation and for the velocity of
light in ¨rc, xrc, the distinction is obvious from the context.
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We recognise the eigenvectors to be the columns of the Sylvester matrix.
The corresponding eigenvalues are
l s a q a q ??? qa ,1 1 2 n
l s a q v a ??? qv ny1a ,2 1 2 n
???
ny1ny1 ny1l s a q v a ??? q v a . .n 1 2 n
The product l l ??? l is the determinant of the A matrix. We define1 2 n
the transformation,
w xp9 s A p , .  .
 . 1 1 1  .where p9 is a column vector with elements p , p ??? p and p is a1 2 n
w xcolumn vector with elements p p ??? p . If we define a P matrix with1 2 n
w xelements as in A, and P9 similarly,
p p ??? p1 2 n
p p ??? pn 1 ny1w x w x w x w xP s , Det P9 s Det A Det P .
???
p p ??? p p2 3 n 1
 . w xNote. We use for column vector and we use for a matrix.
 .1r nIf we normalise the A matrix by dividing it by Det A we obtain
w x w xDet P9 s Det P ;
w xi.e., the invariant of the transformation is Det P .
If n s 3 we obtain p2 q p2 q p2 y 3 p p p . If n s 2 we have p2 y p21 2 3 1 2 3 1 2
and the familiar Lorentz transformation.
Note. The author had derived earlier the Lorentz transformation using
this principle claiming it be the easiest, fastest, and shortest derivation.
But at that time the possibility of a logical extension did not occur to him.
APPENDIX
The principle of same behaviour of xrc and t projects the incredible
elegance of the Lorentz transformation. Writing it in matrix notation as
¨
1 xx 1 y1 cw x w xs L , L s .cc ¨2 2 0 ’1 y ¨ rc 0 y 11 tt c
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w xWe note that the eigenvectors of L are
c y ¨1 1 y1and with eigenvalues B and B , B s .( /  /1 y1 c q ¨
Because the elements of the eigenvector determine just the ratio of xrc
and t, it is clear in such a case xrc s t, x represents the distance
traversed by light in time t. Due to the transformation they change by the
same factor B or By1 demonstrating the constancy of the velocity of light.
The matrix of eigenvectors,
11 1 1 1y1w x w xE s has as its inverse E s ,
1 y1 1 y12
B 0y1w x w xE L E s the diagonal matrix ,y10 B
and the corresponding variables are
x x1 x
1x q t q t q t
c c cB 01 1 s , s .c y1x x11 y1 0 Bx 0 y t y t1 0  0t  0y tc cc
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